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Abstract
Purpose – This paper seeks to present a prognostics approach using the Mahalanobis distance (MD) method to predict the reliability of multilayer
ceramic capacitors (MLCCs) in temperature-humidity-bias (THB) conditions.
Design/methodology/approach – Data collected during THB testing of 96 MLCCs were analyzed using the MD method. In the THB tests, three
parameters (capacitance (C), dissipation factor (DF), and insulation resistance (IR)) were monitored in situ. A Mahalanobis space (MS) was formed from
the MD values of a set of non-failed MLCCs. MD values for the remaining MLCCs were compared with an MD threshold. Data for MLCCs which
exceeded the threshold were examined using the failure criteria for the individual electrical parameters to identify failures and precursors to failure.
Findings – It was found that the MD method provided an ability to detect failures of the capacitors and identify precursors to failure, although the
detection rate was not perfect.
Research limitations/implications – It was observed that the quality and construction of the MS, together with the choice of the MD threshold, were
the critical factors determining the sensitivity of the MD method. Recommendations are offered for improved sensitivity to enable assessment of
intermittent failures.
Originality/value – MD analysis of the multivariate MLCC data set illustrates how detection of failures can be simplified in a system for which several
parameters were monitored simultaneously. This makes the MD method of great potential value in a health-monitoring system.
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1. Introduction

The health of an electronic product is defined as the extent of

its degradation or deviation from an expected normal

condition (Vichare and Pecht, 2006). Health monitoring

can be designed for diagnostic or prognostic applications.

Diagnostic health monitoring focuses on the current operating

state or health of the product and provides failure detection

and identification, and in some cases the causes of failure

(Mathew et al., 2006). There is now a growing interest to

predict the future health (prognostics) of electronics to

provide advance warning of failure, minimize unscheduled

maintenance, improve fault identification including

intermittent failures, optimize qualification methods, and

enhance the design of future products.
Design for reliability of electronic products requires that

critical issues such as physics of aging, and life consumption

monitoring, be considered. However, it is not always viable to

assign failure mechanisms to a product due to its architectural

complexity and insufficient knowledge of the actual

application environment. In situations like these, a product’s

remaining life can be determined by analyzing the product’s

performance-indicating parameters. By analyzing trends

within the data, precursors can be derived from one or

more parameters that anticipate the changes that the product

will experience in time. With the appropriate selection of

precursors, one can extract features from the product that can

be used to better explain the current and future state of health

of the product.
Our approach to prognostics uses data trending algorithms

in conjunction with multivariate decision-making. A

Mahalanobis distance (MD) method is used to detect

abnormalities within the data and classify the data into

“normal” and “abnormal” groups. The abnormal data are

then further classified into severity levels of abnormality

(Taguchi and Jugulum, 2002; Taguchi and Rajesh, 2000;

Woodall et al., 2003; Taguchi et al., 2001), and then a

prediction is made.
In this paper, data from in situ monitoring of multilayer

ceramic capacitors (MLCCs) in temperature-humidity-bias

(THB) tests were analyzed. MLCCs are widely used in

electronic products to perform functions such as noise

reduction (bypass), DC blocking, filtering, timing, tuning,

and energy storage. Thus, the health of capacitors is

important for the proper functioning of many electronic

products. Three electrical parameters were monitored during

the THB tests: capacitance (C), dissipation factor (DF) and

insulation resistance (IR). Each parameter was assigned
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unique failure criteria, which will be discussed in Section 2.

MLCCs which did not exhibit any failures were used to
generate the normal state. The data from failed MLCCs were

analyzed to determine whether the MD method would
successfully detect failures at the time of their occurrence, and

whether it would provide advance warning of impending
failures. The timely detection of failures would indicate that

the MD method was suitable for incorporation in diagnostic
systems, wherein the emphasis is on detection and isolation of

faults. The ability to identify precursors to failure would make
this approach suitable for prognostic systems, which are

designed to provide real time reliability estimates for a
product under actual application conditions.

2. Experiments

In our study, 96 MLCC were selected for in situ monitoring

and life testing in temperature (858C), humidity (85 percent
RH) and one of 3 DC voltage bias conditions: rated voltage

(50V), low voltage (1.5V), and no voltage (0V). Table I
shows the sample matrix of the MLCCs. Four MLCC types

were included, two of which were flexible-termination
MLCCs and two were standard-termination MLCCs. For

each end-termination type, MLCCs with precious metal
electrodes (PME) made of silver-palladium and MLCCs with
base metal electrodes (BME) made of nickel were selected.

Further, information on the capacitors and circuit boards
used in these tests may be found in Keimasi et al. (2007).
Table II summarizes the test conditions and sample sizes for

each voltage level used for THB testing of each type of

MLCC. Before exposure to the THB condition, MLCCs
were preconditioned with 20 temperature cycles from 2558C

to 1258C with a ramp rate of 58C/min and dwell time of
15min at both high and low extremes of temperature.
The IR, capacitance, and DF of the MLCCs were

monitored in situ during THB testing. Approximately, every

3 h and 20min, one data point was collected for each
parameter. The failure criterion for IR was defined as an IR

drop to less than 107 V during THB testing and having at
least five occurrences of IR less than 107 V. The failure

criterion for capacitance was defined as an increase of more
than 10 percent in the absolute value of capacitance relative to

the initial value and having at least five occurrences during

THB testing. The failure criterion for DF was defined as an

increase of DF to greater than two times the nominal value
and having at least five occurrences during THB testing. The
nominal value for DF according to the manufacturer’s
datasheet for all capacitors used in this study was 0.025.
For each of these electrical parameters, the number of failures

for each condition per each capacitor type was determined.
Table III shows the number of failures for each type of MLCC
tested.

3. Prognostics application

The prognostics approach used MD analysis to detect failures
and identify failure precursors of MLCCs in THB conditions.
This required construction of a Mahalanobis space (MS)

based on all input multivariate characteristics to evaluate the
degree of abnormality. The MD was used to construct such a
space. The equation below shows how to calculate MD:

MD ¼ 1

p

� �
ZT
i C

21Zi ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n; k ¼ 1; . . . ; p ð1Þ

where Zi is the i-th vector of zik; zik is the standardized value
of xik; p is the number of parameters; T is the transpose of the
vector; C21 is the inverse of the correlation matrix of

standardized values:

zik ¼
ðxki 2mkÞ

sk
ð2Þ

where xik is the value of the k-th parameter for the i-th
sample; mk is the mean of the k-th parameter; sk is the

standard deviation of the k-th parameter:

mk ¼
1

n

Xn
i¼1

xik ð3Þ

sk ¼
Pn

i¼1 ðxik 2mkÞ2

n2 1

 !1=2

ð4Þ

C is the correlation matrix calculated as:

C ¼ 1

n2 1

Xn
i¼1

ZiZ
T
i ð5Þ

Table I MLCCs evaluated and their data sheet capacitance and DF values

End-termination type Electrode type Manufacturer Capacitance (mF) Dissipation factor

Flexible PME A 0.1 0.025

Flexible BME B 0.22 0.025

Standard BME B 0.1 0.025

Standard PME C 0.1 0.025

Table II Conditions and sample size for THB testing of MLCCs

Preconditioning

Environmental

condition

Applied DC voltage

bias during testing

Number of samples

for each capacitor

type given in Table I

Temperature cycling 858C/85 percent RH Rated voltage (50 V) 10

(20 cycles from 255 to 1258C) (1,240 h) Low voltage (1.5 V) 10

No voltage (0 V) 4
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A normal group called the MS was constructed using the MD
values of good MLCCs. The criterion for evaluating the
degree of abnormality was defined on the basis of the MS.

This selection of MS will affect the definition of abnormality
and the success of the analysis in identifying deviations from
normality prior to failure.

3.1 Analysis of MLCC data

To illustrate the MD method, data collected during THB
testing of the 96 MLCCs were analyzed. The methodology

used for analysis of the MLCC data consisted of six steps:
1 The failure criteria for the individual electrical parameters

(capacitance, DF, and IR) were used to identify the non-
failed, or “good” MLCCs. Data from a set of good
MLCCs were selected, and the MD values were

calculated. An MS was formed from these MD values
from good MLCCs.

2 For validation purposes, the MD values from another set

of good MLCCs and a few known faulty MLCCs were
calculated. The MD values for these MLCCs were
compared with the MS.

3 An MD threshold of the MS was defined to detect
abnormal MLCCs.

4 The MD values from data of different MLCCs were
calculated.

5 If the MD value for a specific MLCC exceeded the MD
threshold, this MLCC was recorded as abnormal.

6 The observation of an abnormal MD value did not

automatically signify that the MLCC had failed. The data
for the MLCC recorded as abnormal were examined
using the failure criteria for the individual electrical

parameters. If the data of the recorded MLCC satisfied
the failure criteria, a warning was given that the MLCC
had failed. Precursors to failure were defined with MD

values which exhibited abnormality recorded prior to
failure (defined by the failure criteria).

3.2 Construction of the Mahalanobis space

The MD values of a suitable MS should not vary significantly,
so long as the item remains representative of a “good” item.
In this study, the MS was formed using good MLCCs of the

same type, and subjected to the same THB conditions, as
those being evaluated for abnormality by the MD method.

However, not all of the data points of good MLCCs were used
for MS construction. In particular, it was noted that the initial
period (the first 50 data points) of THB testing generated
large MD values (larger than 5) even though all of the
individual electrical parameters were within acceptable
ranges. It appears that, after starting the THB test,
the capacitor electrical parameters were unsteady due to
transient phenomena. Thus, the first 50 data points of each
good MLCC were removed and the remainder of the data
points was used to construct a modified MS. This modified
MS exhibited less variation and provided better sensitivity for
detection of abnormalities.
To show how the selection of the MS can affect the results,

we can examine one failed MLCC as an example. Based on
the results of the validation step (discussed in Section 3.3),
the threshold for abnormality of MD was chosen to be 3.
Figure 1 shows the MD values of one failed MLCC and the
initial MS constructed from all the data points of good
MLCCs. We also constructed other (different) MSs to
evaluate the MLCCs. Figure 2 shows the MD values for the
same MLCC and the modified MS, in which the initial
50 data points were discarded. The initial MS failed to
identify the failed data points as abnormal, whereas the
modified MS correctly identified these as abnormal. The
abnormal data points were evaluated with the failure criteria
in order to confirm failure, as described in Section 3.1.
Although the modified MS displayed improved sensitivity

to failures, the modification required examination of the
behavior of the MLCCs and their MD values during the
initial period of testing. The decision to remove these data
was based on the recognition that this transient behavior,
though a normal characteristic of the response from good
MLCCs, was responsible for the high MD values of the MS.
One alternative to deletion of the initial data would have been
to construct a separate MS for the initial test period with a
different MD threshold value. Another approach, adopting a
time varying envelope of MD threshold values to capture the
initial behavior, would be feasible but has the disadvantage of
reducing the overall sensitivity of the MS.

3.3 MD threshold selection

TheMD threshold is another important element of prognostics
analysis. AnMD threshold value which is either too large or too

Table III Number of failures of MLCCs during 858C/85 percent RH testing

Manufacturer End-termination Electrode type Bias (V) No. of samples No. of IR failures No. of capacitance failures No. of DF failures

A Flexible PME 50 10 5 1 3

A Flexible PME 1.5 10

A Flexible PME 0 4 1

B Flexible BME 50 10

B Flexible BME 1.5 10

B Flexible BME 0 4

B Standard BME 50 10

B Standard BME 1.5 10

B Standard BME 0 4

C Standard PME 50 10

C Standard PME 1.5 10

C Standard PME 0 4 4

Sum 96 10 1 3

Note: Empty cells indicate that no failures occurred
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small leads to false negatives or false positives, respectively.

Table IV shows the number of abnormal data points detected

by the analysis of several failed MLCCs for different MD

thresholds. All the MLCCs were of the same type, from

manufacturer A. They were designated MLCC 1, MLCC 2,

MLCC 3 and MLCC 4. The last row provides the number of

data points which satisfied the failure criteria for the individual

electrical parameters. The table indicates that when the

threshold was chosen to be 4 or 5, some failure points went

undetected. The likelihood of identifying precursors to failure

would also have been reduced with these threshold values.

Decreasing the MD threshold value to 2 or 1 led to an

increased number of data points identified as abnormal.

A lower threshold value increased the number of good

points detected as abnormal points (false positives) and also

increased the load on the warning system. Take MLCC 2 for

example. When the MD threshold was 3, there were 189

abnormal points identified by the MD method as compared

with 85 actual failed data points. When the threshold was 2,

then 329 abnormal points were detected. In order to

balance the incidence of false positives and negatives, and

maintain the opportunity for detecting precursors to failure, a

value of 3 was chosen as the MD threshold.
Table V shows the specific data points at which failure was

first detected by the MD method using different MD

threshold values, and the actual initial point of failure of the

Figure 1 The MD values profiles of a failed MLCC and the initial MS
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Figure 2 The MD values of a failed MLCC and the modified MS
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Table IV Comparison of abnormal data points with different MD threshold values

Number of abnormal data points detected by the MD method

MD threshold MLCC 1 MLCC 2 MLCC 3 MLCC 4

5 155 117 31 310

4 157 137 42 315

3 186 189 64 324

2 268 329 71 346

Actual number of data points satisfying failure criteria 117 85 52 310
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same MLCCs. These results illustrate how the MD threshold

selection can affect the accuracy of time-to-failure. A higher

threshold requires a larger deviation from normal operation in

order to qualify as abnormal behavior. A threshold which is

too high can delay detection of a failure and generate

erroneously large time-to-failure estimates. Thus, for MLCC 2

when the MD threshold is chosen as 4 or 5 the MD method

identified the initial point of failure to be 3 or 7 data points

later than the actual point of failure, respectively. This is

equivalent to an overestimate of 10 or 23 h in the time-to-

failure.

4. MD analysis results and failure detection

Following the construction of the MS and selection of the

MD threshold, the test data points were placed into the MS

for the subsequent analysis. The “failed” MLCCs were then

separately identified using parameter-based failure criteria.

The data from failed MLCCs were used to examine the

sensitivity of the MD method to the failures.
MLCCs 2 and 4 frommanufacturer Awere among those that

failed during THB testing. Table VI shows the data points

selected by the prognostics approach compared to the actual

failed data points. It indicates that at the very beginning of

the test, several pointswere identified as abnormal, even though

the parameter values were within the acceptable range.

These data points were good but unsteady, as discussed in

Section 3.2, and thus illustrate why the initial 50 data points

were not included in the MS.
Figure 3 shows the MD values and the MS of MLCC 2

near the time of actual failure. Figure 4 shows those of

MLCC 4 and the same MS over an earlier portion of the

THB test.
For MLCC 2, the MD values increased gradually before

the failure and exceeded the abnormality threshold. This

illustrates the potential advantages of analyzing multivariate

data with the MD method in order to combine multiple

parameters into a single value which can anticipate a

failure before it occurs. For MLCC 4, there was no

precursor. Neglecting the initial 15 data points, the MD

values did not exceed the abnormality threshold until the first

actual failed data point.
Tenof 96 testedMLCCsexperienced failure as definedby the

failure criteria for individual electrical parameters. Table VII

summarizes the results of MD analysis for these MLCCs and

shows that failures were detected by the MD method for

MLCCs 1-6. However, not all of the failed MLCCs were

identified as abnormal by the MD method, which failed to

detect failures in MLCCs 7-10. Thus, this analysis of the

MLCC data from the THB test was not perfect.
The MD method was able to diagnose the failures of all the

MLCCs which were continuous in nature. For example,

Table V Comparison of initial points of failure detected by the MD method with different MD threshold values

Initial point of failure (given as data point number) detected by MD method

MD threshold MLCC 1 MLCC 2 MLCC 3 MLCC 4

5 No. 234 No. 272 No. 233 No. 39

4 No. 233 No. 268 No. 233 No. 39

3 No. 233 No. 265 No. 233 No. 39

2 No. 233 No. 265 No. 233 No. 39

Actual initial point of failure No. 233 No. 265 No. 233 No. 39

Table VI MD analysis results of MLCC 2 and MLCC 4

MLCC 2 MLCC 4

Data points detected

by MD analysis

MD value of

data points

Actual failed

data points

Data points detected

by MD analysis

MD value

of data points

Actual failed

data points

No. 1 14.19 No. 1 5.80

No. 2 14.75 No. 2 4.47

. . . . . . . . . . . .

No. 90 3.23 No. 13 3.02

No. 92 3.05 No. 14 3.05

No. 94 3.04 . . . . . .

No. 253 3.07 No. 39 7.66 No. 39

No. 254 3.13 No. 40 3.12 No. 40

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

No. 263 3.21 No. 63 1.29 £ e05 No. 63

No. 264 3.19 No. 64 1.94 £ e05 No. 64

No. 265 3.65 No. 265 No. 65 1.51 £ e05 No. 65

No. 266 3.78 No. 266 No. 66 1.44 £ e05 No. 66

No. 267 3.95 No. 267 No. 67 1.32 £ e05 No. 67

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

No. 348 16.15 No. 348 No. 348 2.58 £ e04 No. 348

No. 349 17.56 No. 349 No. 349 17.56 No. 349
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Figure 5 shows that after 850 h the IR values of MLCC 1

cross the failure threshold and do not recover. For MLCCs

which behaved like MLCC 1, the MD method successfully

detected all the failures. In the case of MLCC 2 it also

identified a precursor to failure.
However, Figure 6 shows another failed MLCC whose IR

values crossed the failure threshold and subsequently recovered.

This represents a failure which is discontinuous or intermittent

in nature. ForMLCCswhich displayed intermittent failures, the

MD method was not successful in identifying the failures as

abnormalities, nor did it detect any precursors to failure.
If the accuracy of the MD method with respect to precursor

detection and diagnosis of intermittent failures can be

improved, this will enhance its usefulness in health

Figure 3 The MD values of MLCC 2 and the MS
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Figure 4 The MD values of MLCC 4 and the MS
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Table VII Summary of MD analysis results of the failed MLCCs

MLCC No. Manufacturer End-termination Electrode type Bias (V)

Continuous or

intermittent failure?

Failure detected

by MD? (Y/N)

Precursor before

failure? (Y/N)

1 A Flexible PME 50 Continuous Y N

2 A Flexible PME 50 Continuous Y Y

3 A Flexible PME 50 Continuous Y N

4 A Flexible PME 50 Continuous Y N

5 A Flexible PME 50 Continuous Y N

6 A Flexible PME 0 Continuous Y N

7 C Standard PME 0 Intermittent N N

8 C Standard PME 0 Intermittent N N

9 C Standard PME 0 Intermittent N N

10 C Standard PME 0 Intermittent N N
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monitoring applications. It is likely that the reason some

failures were undetected is that the MS constructed for this

data was not sufficiently sensitive. The MS used in this study

was constructed using non-failed MLCCs under the same

THB test conditions as the failed MLCCs. Therefore, these

non-failed MLCCs experienced similar environmental and

electrical stresses as the failures. Even though these MLCCs

survived the test conditions, the influence of the stresses on

their electrical parameters may have masked any precursors

displayed by the failed MLCCs.

5. Conclusions

A prognostics approach, which uses a multi-parameter MD

method was applied to detect failures of MLCCs. Each

MLCC had three monitored parameters: capacitance, DF

and IR. MD analysis of the multivariate MLCC data set

illustrates how detection of failures can be simplified in a

system for which several parameters were monitored

simultaneously. The advantages of reducing a data set

containing several parameters to a single metric is extremely

valuable as the number of parameters increases. This makes

the MD method of great potential value in a health

monitoring system.
The MS was constructed using data from good MLCCs.

The good MLCCs were capacitors whose individual electrical

parameters did not exceed the failure criteria at any time

during the THB test. Since, the MD values of the first 50 data

points of each MLCC were large (most of MD values were

over 5) because of transient effects, the first 50 data points for

each MLCC were not used during construction of the MS.

The MD threshold value was selected as 3. The MD values of

failed MLCCs were calculated and put into the MS. When an

MD value exceeded the threshold, this data point was

identified as abnormal and its corresponding parametric data

were examined. If failure criteria on any of the individual

parameters were exceeded then a failure was confirmed.
It was observed that the quality and construction of the

MS, together with the choice of the MD threshold, were the

critical factors determining the sensitivity of the MD method.

The collection of good data is the foundation of MS. Good

data are collected from the samples experienced a period of

stable operation, without any failure or transient effect. The

MD values of a MS which is constructed of good data, is

usually between 1 and 3. If the MD values of MS are larger

than 5, the sensitivity of MS will reduce. A more stable MS

would produce greater sensitivity to abnormal behavior and

enhance the ability to detect intermittent phenomena. An

optimal choice of MD threshold would minimize the number

of false readings, both positive and negative, and maximize

the accuracy of time-to-failure assessments.
As for the quantity of historical data, again one needs

enough data to capture at least the life cycle of the product.

If the product then later undergoes the same life cycle, the

Figure 5 IR values of MLCC 1
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Figure 6 IR values of MLCC 7
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“normal” data should suffice. However, if there is a change in

the use (operational and environmental) conditions, then the

“normal” conditions must be updated. This would commonly

be conducted early in the use of prognostics, and can be taken

care of in the development of the “normal” MS.
The results of this study show that continuous failures can

successfully be identified by the MD method. For those

capacitors which exhibited intermittent failures, the MD

method often failed to detect failure. As a means of

overcoming this limitation, and improving the prognostic

capabilities of the MD method, the sensitivity of the

MS could be improved by selecting a better MS. For

example, one could construct the MS from test data

obtained from temperature-bias tests of MLCCs without

the high humidity condition. If the failure mechanism is

driven by the presence of moisture in the THB tests, then

identical MLCCs under identical temperature and bias

conditions might exhibit parametric behavior which

represents a more stable and thus more suitable baseline

without the degradation associated with the moisture stress.

This approach will be followed in a follow-up study and

reported in a future publication.
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